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Who Are We?

• First semester graduate 
students at the University 
of New Haven

• Researchers at UNHcFREG
• Active members of the 

university's
hacking team
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Research Problem

• Given a memory image of a computer that was recently running a 
cryptocurrency hardware wallet client:

1. Can we detect the use of the wallet?
2. Can we extract forensically relevant data related to the use of the wallet 

(e.g. transaction history)?
3. If so, how long does the data persist in memory?



Contributions

• Primary account for memory analysis of cryptocurrency hardware 
wallet clients

• We publicly share our findings with the Artifact Genome Project 
(AGP)

• An open source tool for forensic analysis of cryptocurrency hardware 
wallet client memory

• Novel memory visualization framework for exploring memory 
persistence and integrity of artifacts



Literature Review
• Memory forensics has advanced rapidly since its inception in 2004

• System level memory forensics (Volatility) [3]

• Application specific memory forensics [4,5]

• Differential analysis [6]

• Limited work has been done on cryptocurrency wallet memory forensics
• Regex for public keys [7]

• File system triage [9,10]

• Network protocol forensics [1]

• No focus on hardware wallet clients



Background: Cryptocurrency Review

• Decentralized currency
• Designed to preserve anonymity
• Public ledger of transactions
• Security lies in Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI)



Background: Crypto Crime



Background: Hierarchical Deterministic Wallets



Background: Why Hardware Wallets?



Software Clients Investigated

• Ledger Live (Ledger Nano X)
• Desktop application built on Electron
• JavaScript – Chromium V8 runtime
• 1.3 million units sold[8]

• Trezor Wallet (Trezor Model One)
• JavaScript browser application
• Trezor Bridge daemon handles communication between USB device and 

browser
• 800,000 units sold[2]



Methodology

1. Analyzed memory at runtime
• Cheat engine

2. Automated the collection of 
memory dumps and the extraction 
of forensic artifacts
• Volatility plugin

3. Created a framework to analyze 
memory and visualize findings



Apparatus



Artifact Extraction – Data Structures

• Primarily JSON based
• Electron IPC messages 

(Ledger Live)
• HTTP API requests 



Artifact Extraction – Algorithm
Purpose:

• Identify structures in memory 
using YARA

• Serialize forensically relevant data 
structures from memory dump

• Repair structures that may have 
been damaged by memory 
smearing or deallocation



Findings

Ledger Live
• Public Keys
• Transaction history
• Past and future addresses
• Device metadata

Trezor Wallet
• Public Keys
• Transaction history
• Past and future addresses
• Device metadata
• Unique device identifier
• Application password



Artifacts – Example Output (Ledger)



Calculating Artifact Integrity

Determine:
• Are artifacts intact?
• How long do they stay 

intact?
• Are they usable by 

investigators?



Ledger: Artifacts in Memory Over Time



Ledger: Artifact Integrity Over Time



Trezor: Artifact Integrity Over Time



Visualizing Memory Artifacts



Discussion

• Obtaining an extended public key allows the derivation of all past and 
future wallet addresses

• This could be used to trace a transaction to an individual
• These keys are present in memory when the Ledger Live or Trezor

Wallet clients are used
• In some cases, transaction history and passphrases are also present

• A signficant amount of artifacts remain present after the browser tab is 
killed or the application is locked



Future Work

• Generalize object extraction across relevant technologies
• Lower level extraction allows for circumventing signature detection 

for each artifact
• Must interact directly with the run-time memory management system 

itself rather than signature-based detection
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